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It Is Time To Be Open To Receive
“Will you take that breath and feel the Light that is very brilliant around you now.
Beautiful One, it is known and given unto all of you that the Christ, the Jesus Christ, is the Man
Christ consciousness, Christ the Beingness is now very familiar unto all of you. Do know this
for in the presence of this beautiful Jesus is Christ the glorious consciousness of the Grander
Self. You are all experiencing what has been termed for centuries now the Second Coming.
Feel the light for it is glowing within you and expanding beyond you.”
What does that mean?
“Beautiful One, you’re taking it up. You’re allowing your heart to feel that presence
and your mind will indeed receive what you all can term inner messages of the Christ
Consciousness!”

Reversing Suffering!
Can you assist me in cutting the cords of my amnesia so I can remember and live my life
of my soul instead of my personality-ego?
“Very good, very good, now Beautiful One, the amnesia is the belief that you are
separate and you do not want that anymore! You do not want that and therefore to cut a cord
is returning to the word intention. While we are speaking beautiful one, the soul vibration is
giving to you that which is called the cross. The cross symbol is turned upside down and
wrapped around it are beautiful roses on a vine intertwining.”
What should this mean to you to have a cross upside down?
“Well Beautiful One, the cross up-right is what humanity has created as a suffering
thought form and feeling belief system with them. That upright cross, you call it T-cross, has
been called suffering and ultimately negative sacrifice. To have it here upside down and
embraced by such beautiful roses it is an invitation to you to know it is reversing its thought
form belief system through all of humanity. Know that with the roses it is very symbolic of

Divine Love and the Divine Mother. Remember the cross with the symbolic representation to
the Christ is the Divine Child. So all of you are the children of the universe, you’re reversing
the trends of suffering! You’re reversing the trends of sacrificing and surrendering to your
higher consciousness as it comes through the Valley of Love.”
IT IS TIME TO TAKE THE LORD JESUS CHRIST OFF THE CROSS AND PLACE HIM WHITHIN YOUR
HEART!

Blessing From Lord Jesus and Beloved Moses
“Well Beautiful One, as we are entering here the Lord Jesus has stepped forward. So
we’ll honor his presence and the good blessings for as you are knowing his return unto earth
consciousness is becoming stronger and more stronger affecting all humanity! Once again you
all can have your good giggle and know he has returned, for you have been waiting, have you
not? And yet everyone of you knows what He is doing is simply sparking the Christ within
yourselves for that is the True Return and it is the timing, is it not? It is a sacred event for all
of this to occur in the Light of your Being!”
“Now the beautiful Beloved Moses steps in too. They are going to be here early this day,
are they not?”
Welcome! Welcome!
“What he does beautiful one, He places a cloak around you and all who are open to
receive. This is multi-colored, very much like what you would call Joseph’s coat of many
colors. As he is placing this multi-colored robe about your body He is saying unto you ‘Receive
this, this a blanket for which is great protection for yourself, your body, for your central brain,
for your wholeness. It is also that which he calls a vehicle for which you can travel through
the dimensions and so beautiful one, whenever you allow yourself to meditate and to travel
dimensionalities you will envision yourself cloaked in this beautiful colored robe.”
“Will you do that?”
Yes I will do that!

The New Human Template
What can you tell me about the New Human Template?
“The New Human Template Beautiful One, carried with it the intention to transform
the human bodies of physicalness. For in the template Beautiful One, we can shift the DNA

from its two points to its four points to help utilize the healing qualities on the earth while
the earth is moving through its own astrological changes. Yes changes are again necessary.
With that then the organs of the body will begin to change in each one of you. Those who have
been on the earth for quite awhile will feel as though it is wracking the body. But it is not, it is
only transforming the body in this beautiful New Human Template. Yes you are preparing the
bodies for light frequencies. Meaning that you can shimmer and shape-shift your bodies much
more directly with your thoughts and much more directly with your feelings. We’ve been
calling you to recognize this all along. You will begin to feel the empowered-self much more
directly. Here you all know it. Here you are attempting to live it and there is a faltering along
your path is there not?”
Yes.
“So you’ll say here this change in consciousness releases the faltering.”
So will everyone just experience it when it is time for them to experience it?
“That is the greatest Prayers is it not?”
Oh Yes!
“For Beautiful One, as we have shared over time for yourselves to be able to change
your body-mind consciousness. You must have the two thirds of yourselves aligned with the
Trust, must you not?”
Yes.
“Now you’ll think that for all of humanity. Two thirds of humanity must be willing to make the
transformational shift. That transformational shift creates the earth consciousness. In that, the
earth too is much more of the Living Truth, Living Light.”
How can I support that?
“Live vitally and it spreads! And it spreads.”
Just Be?
“Indeed!”
Thank you Malachi

